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Advanced Copper Foil (ACF) To Display Full Line of Circuit Foil Copper Foils at IPC
Having signed an exclusive distribution agreement with Circuit Foil Luxemburg in 2015, ACF is now fully ready to provide valueadded copper foil products to all regions of the United States and Canada.
ACF welcomes customers and will be exhibiting its full line of Circuit Foil Copper Foils and Aluminum Supported Copper Foils at the
IPC/APEX Show in Las Vegas March 15-17, Booth 447.
Foils for the PCB Manufacturer
On display will be standard shiny foils, high bond/Polyimide foil, low loss, ultra-low loss and HVLP foils. There will be a complete
display of LP, VLP, HVLP and foils with “Almost No Profile” (Rz ≤ 1.3um). ACF also offers a host of specialty foils for PTFE, Flexible
Circuits, ultra-thin foils (≤ 2um) and foils specially designed for High Speed Low Loss Laminates.
Copper Foil with Aluminum Carrier
See both the AFC2, Single-sided Aluminum, and the ACF3, Double-sided Copper Aluminum Copper layers. Manufactured in a cleanroom, the ACF family of products guarantee a pristine copper surface, free of debris and other foreign materials. These products
also protect the copper surface from epoxy spots and finger prints during the Multilayer Layup process. The unique process,
established with complete cleanliness in mind, does not require aluminum shearing during the manufacturing process as others
products do. This in conjunction with our unique tooling and proprietary panel cleaning processes allows ACF to guarantee our
customers the highest quality panels without the concern of aluminum particles or other foreign materials, with any tooling
configuration required.
Special Shielding and Battery Foils
Complete line of foils for industrial markets such as battery and shielding, as well as our foils for PCB application.
About Circuit Foil
Advanced Copper Foil is a company dedicated to High Performance Copper Foils and their applications in the Printed Circuit and
Battery Shielding Industries. ACF2 and ACF3 aluminum supported foils are products that facilitate the PCB layup process, improve
efficiencies and provide a carrier for ultra-thin foils. We are committed to providing PCB Fabricators, Laminate Manufacturers and
Battery Shielding Companies with a cost-effective alternative to the traditional products on the market today.
About ACF
Committed to the motto: “Quality Products, Dependable People”, ACF is a new company established in 2015 with the objective of
providing quality Copper Foils to the North American PCB and Special applications Industries. ACF is located in Mississauga,
Ontario, Canada and has four rapid response warehouses located throughout the US and Canada that fulfil high quality, fast
delivery, and custom orders daily.
For further information visit: www.advancedcopperfoil.com
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